Attachment in psychosis: A latent profile analysis of attachment styles and association with symptoms in a large psychosis cohort.
Attachment has been identified as one of various possible mechanisms involved in understanding models of psychosis, but measures that reliably and validly assess attachment styles in psychosis are limited. The aim of this study was to identify attachment patterns in psychosis and examine demographic and clinical correlates across attachment groups. Latent profile analysis on attachment data from 588 participants who met criteria for non-affective psychosis was used to classify people into attachment classes. Four latent classes of attachment were identified: secure, insecure-anxious, insecure-avoidant and disorganised. Secure attachment was the most common attachment style, suggesting that a significant number of clients with psychosis are inherently resilient. Disorganised attachment was associated with a higher proportion of sexual and physical abuse and more severe positive symptoms compared to other attachment classes. This is not only the largest study to examine attachment styles, their demographic and clinical profile, and the clinical profile of disorganised attachment more specifically, in psychosis, but also the first study to use a validated self-report measure of attachment in psychosis to identify four classes of attachment style. Findings advance developmental models of attachment and psychosis; participants with disorganised attachment report more frequent trauma history and more severe psychotic symptoms.